CRA-LX
(DUAL RELAY CONTROL ADAPTER)

APPLICATION:
Used where it is necessary to control two 20 amp relays (Model RLY-LX) from the same circuit.

LOCATION:
Plugged into circuit board in low voltage compartment of LX Power Center.
INSTALLATION:

1. Disconnect power from system.

2. Loosen LOCK SCREW of hinged faceplate in left-side compartment of LX Power Center, and swing open to expose low voltage section.

3. Select which circuit needs to drive two power relays, and plug red/black jumper wire of CRA-LX into circuit board at appropriate relay socket.

4. Mount both power relays (model RLY-LX) in the high voltage compartment of Power Center, in accordance with instructions provided.

5. Feed 2-pin female connectors of each RLY-LX through holes in compartment divider, and plug into the 2-pin male connectors of CRA-LX circuit board.